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??????????????
In ancient Japan, how did the Yamato Kingdom 
(????) form? In order to research this question, I 
studied the ?miwa clan (???). This clan served the 
Yamato Kingdom and took charge of religious ser-
vices in ancient times. The clan was one of the most 
powerful ancient Japanese clans. Therefore, knowl-
edge of how the imperial family and the ?miwa clan 
are related is indispensable for understanding the 
nature of the politics of the Yamato Kingdom. Further-
more, it is indispensable for understanding the process 
of forming the Japanese nation in ancient times.
In my previously published book, I examined the 
constitution of the ?miwa clan (Suzuki 2014). The 
?miwa clan consisted of head lineage and cognate 
clans. In addition to these clans, the ?miwa clan had 
relationships with many other clans. In various places 
in Japan, there were clans that had “Miwa” (?, ??) 
or “?miwa” (??, ???) in their names: the Miwa 
clan (??), the Miwahito clan (???), the Miwahi-
tobe clan (????), and the Miwabe clan (???). 
These clans were also an important element of the 
?miwa clan. I collectively refer to all of these clans as 
the ?miwa clan?.
In this paper, I analyze the process of the disper-
sal of the ?miwa clan, and I investigate the historical 
background of these clan’s distribution throughout the 
Japanese islands.
??? ??????????????????????????
????????????????
First, I extracted the following place names 
thought to be related to “Miwa” or “?miwa” from 
ancient historical materials.
Kinai? (??)
? Miwa Village (Shikinokami County, Yamato 
Province)
? ?miwa Village (Shikinokami County, Yamato 
Province)
? ?miwa Village (Arima County, Settsu Prov-
ince)
??????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
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In ancient Japan, how did the Yamato Kingdom (????) form? In order to research this question, I studied 
the ?miwa clan (???). This clan served the Yamato Kingdom and took charge of religious services in ancient 
times. The clan was one of the most powerful ancient Japanese clans. Therefore, knowledge of how the imperial 
family and the ?miwa clan are related is indispensable for understanding the nature of the politics of the Yamato 
Kingdom. Furthermore, it is indispensable for understanding the process of forming the Japanese nation in ancient 
times.
In this paper, I extracted place names, Shinto shrine names, and clan names related to the “Miwa” (?, ??) 
or “?miwa” (??, ???) from ancient historical documents. I found that they were distributed throughout 
almost all of the islands in ancient Japan, and some of the clans overlapped geographically. If we now find a 
related place name or Shinto shrine name, it is likely that related people who the ?miwa clan controlled lived 
there in ancient times. The Yamato Kingdom sent troops to or advanced into western and eastern Japan or foreign 
countries, so ancient people learned about the ?miwa god (????). They then established shrines for worship-
ing that god as a war god, and the Miwa clan (??), the Miwahito clan (???), the Miwahitobe clan (???
?), and the Miwabe clan (???) were established in various places in Japan to worship the god according to the 
local ruling systems of the Yamato Kingdom, including the Hito system (??), the Bemin system (???), and 
the Kokuz? system (???).
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? ?miwa Village (Kawabe County, Settsu Prov-
ince)
? Miwa Village (?tori County, Izumi Province)
? Kamitsumiwa Village (?tori County, Izumi 
Province)
T?kaid?? (???)
? Miwa Village (Nakashima County, Owari Prov-
ince)
? Miwa Village (Yana County, Mikawa Province)
? ?miwa Village (Hamana County, T?toumi 
Province)
? Miwa Village (Abe County, Suruga Province)
? ?miwa Village (Niihari County, Hitachi Prov-
ince)
? ?miwa Station (Niihari County, Hitachi Prov-
ince)
? Miwa Village (Kuji County, Hitachi Province)
T?sand?? (???)
? Miwa Village (Kamo County, Mino Province)
? Miwa Village (Mushirota County, Mino Prov-
ince)
? Miwa Village (?no County, Mino Province)
? ?miwa Village (?no County, Mino Province)
? Miwa Village (Suwa County, Shinano Prov-
ince)
? Miwa Village (Nasu County, Shimotsuke Prov-
ince)
Sanind?? (???)
? Miwa Village (Hikami County, Tanba Prov-
ince)
? Miwa Village (?mi County, Inaba Province)
? Kazuwa Village (Kume County, H?ki Prov-
ince)
? Shimotsuwa Village, Kume County, H?ki Prov-
ince)
Sanyod?? (???)
? Miwa Village (Kamo County, Harima Prov-
ince)
? ?miwa Village (Kamo County, Harima Prov-
ince)
? Miwa Village (Tomahigashi County, Mimasaka 
Province)
? Miwa Village (?ba County, Mimasaka Prov-
ince)
? Miwa Village (Kuboya County, Bicch? Prov-
ince)
? Miwa Village (Kumage County, Su? Province)
Saikaid?? (???)
? ?miwa Village (Yamato County, Chikushi 
Province)
? ?miwa Village (Hayami County, Bungo Prov-
ince)
Next, I extracted the following Shinto shrines 
thought to be related to the “Miwa” or “?miwa” from 
the Engishiki-Jinmy?ch?? (??????) and older 
historical materials.
Kinai (??)
? The ?miwa-jinja Shrine (Shikinokami County, 
Yamato Province)
? The Sai-jinja Shrine (Shikinokami County, 
Yamato Province)
? The Miwanimasuhimuka-jinja Shrine (Shikino-
kami County, Yamato Province)
? The Isagawa-jinja Shrine (S?nokami County, 
Yamato Province)
? The Isagawaawa-jinja Shrine (S?nokami 
County, Yamato Province)
? The Miwatakayasu-jinja Shrine (Kawachi 
Province)
? The T?sen-jinja Shrine (Arima County, Settsu 
Province)
T?kaid? (???)
? The Kuni-jinja Shrine (?tori County, Izumi 
Province)
? The ?wa-jinja Shrine (Iitaka County, Ise Prov-
ince)
? The ?miwa-jinja Shrine (Asake County, Ise 
Province)
? The ?miwa-jinja Shrine (Nakashima County, 
Owari Province)
? The ?miwa-jinja Shrine (Hamana County, 
T?toumi Province)
? The Miwayama-jinja Shrine (Hamana County, 
T?toumi Province)
? The Miwabe-jinja Shrine (Abe County, Suruga 
Province)
? The Miwa-jinja Shrine (Mashizu County, 
Suruga Province)
? The Miwabe-jinja Shrine (Yamanashi County, 
Kai Province)
? The Miwabe-jinja Shrine (Koma County, Kai 
Province)
T?sand? (???)
? The ?miwa-jinja Shrine (Tagi County, Mino 
Province)
? The Miwa-jinja Shrine (Minochi County, Shi-
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nano Province)
? The Miwa-jinja Shrine (Yamada County, 
K?zuke Province)
? The Miwa-jinja Shrine (Nasu County, Shimot-
suke Province)
? The ?miwa-jinja Shrine (Tsuge County, Shi-
motsuke Province)
Hokurikud?? (???)
? The Miwa-jinja Shrine (Ony? County, Wakasa 
Province)
? The ?miwanoshimosaki-jinja Shrine (Tsuruga 
County, Echizen Province)
? The Miwa-jinja Shrine (Kaga County, Kaga 
Province)
? The ?miwa-jinja Shrine (Kubiki County, 
Echigo Province)
Sanind? (???)
? The Awaga-jinja Shrine (Asako County, Tajima 
Province)
? The ?miwa-jinja Shrine (Kono County, Inaba 
Province)
? The ?gamiyama-jinja Shrine (Aimi County, 
H?ki Province)
? The Miwa-jinja Shrine (Aimi County, H?ki 
Province)
Sanyod? (???)
? The ?yamatonomonoshironushi-jinja Shrine 
(Shisawa County, Harima Province)
? The Miwa-jinja Shrine (?ku County, Bizen 
Province)
? The ?miwa-jinja Shrine (Kamitsumichi 
County, Bizen Province)
? The Miwa-jinja Shrine (Shimotsumichi County, 
Bicch? Province)
? The ?miwa-jinja Shrine (Bingo Province)
Nankaid?? (???)
? The ?miwa-jinja Shrine (Nakata County, Awa 
Province)
Saikaid? (???)
? The ?namuchi-jinja Shrine (Yasu County, Chi-
kuzen Province)
Finally, I extracted the names of the following 
clans thought to be related to the “Miwa” or “?miwa” 
from ancient historical materials.
Kinai (??)
? The Miwa clan (Shikinokami County, Yamato 
Province)
? The ?miwa clan (Shikinokami County, Yamato 
Province)
? The Miwa-no-Hikita clan (Shikinokami 
County, Yamato Province)
? The ?miwa-no-Hikita clan (Shikinokami 
County, Yamato Province)
? The ?miwa-no-Hata clan (Takaichi County, 
Yamato Province)
? The ?miwa-no-Makamuta clan (Takaichi 
County, Yamato Province)
? The Miwa clan (Otagi County, Yamashiro 
Province)
? The Miwa-no-Kurukuma clan (Kuze County, 
Yamashiro Province)
? The Miwa-no Miyabe clan (Uji County, 
Yamashiro Province)
? The Miwahito clan (Yamashiro Province)
? The Miwahito clan (Nose County, Settsu Prov-
ince)
? The ?miwa-no-?yosami clan (Sumiyoshi 
County, Settsu Province)
? The Miwahito clan (Settsu Province)
? The Miwahito clan (Kawachi Province)
? The Miwa clan (Izumi Province)
? The Miwahito clan (Izumi Province)
T?kaid? (???)
? The Miwahitobe clan (Ano County, Ise Prov-
ince)
? The Miwahito clan (Hakuri County, Owari 
Province)
? The Miwabe clan (Chita County, Owari Prov-
ince)
? The Miwa clan (Hamana County, T?toumi 
Province)
? The Miwahito clan (Hamana County, T?toumi 
Province)
? The Miwahitobe clan (Hamana County, 
T?toumi Province)
? The Miwahitobe clan (Tagata County, Izu 
Province)
? The ?miwa clan (?sumi County, Sagami Prov-
ince)
? The Miwahitobe clan (Musashi Province)
? The Miwabe clan (Hitachi Province)
T?sand? (???)
? The Miwahito clan (Inugami County, ?mi 
Province)
? The Miwahito clan (?mi Province)
? The Miwahito clan (Kamo County, Mino Prov-
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ince)
? The Miwahitobe clan (Kamo County, Mino 
Province)
? The Miwa clan (?no County, Mino Province)
? The Miwahito clan (?no County, Mino Prov-
ince)
? The Miwa clan (Yamagata County, Mino Prov-
ince)
? The Miwahito clan (Yamagata County, Mino 
Province)
? The Miwa clan (Kagamu County, Mino Prov-
ince)
? The Miwahito clan (Kagamu County, Mino 
Province)
? The ?miwa clan (Ahachima County, Mino 
Province)
? The Miwahito clan (Takai County, Shinano 
Province)
? The Miwahitobe clan (Hanishina County, Shi-
nano Province)
? The Miwahito clan (Tone County, K?zuke 
Province)
? The Miwahito clan (Kuruma County, K?zuke 
Province)
? The Miwahito clan (K?zuke Province)
? The Miwahito clan (Mutsu Province)
? The Miwahito clan (Dewa Province)
? The Miwahitobe clan (Dewa Province)
Hokurikud? (???)
? The ?miwa clan (Tsuruga County, Echizen 
Province)
? The Miwa clan (Tsuruga County, Echizen 
Province)
? The Miwahito clan (Tsuruga County, Echizen 
Province)
? The ?miwabe clan (Tsuruga County, Echizen 
Province)
? The Miwa clan (Enuma County, Kaga Prov-
ince)
? The Miwahito clan (Enuma County, Kaga 
Province)
? The ?miwa clan (Kaga Province)
? The Miwa clan (Ecch? Province)
? The Miwa clan (Echigo Province)
? The Miwahito clan (Echigo Province)
? The Miwahitobe clan (Echigo Province)
? The Miwahito clan (Kamo County, Sado Prov-
ince)
Sanind? (???)
? The Miwahito clan (Hikami County, Tanba 
Province)
? The Miwa clan (Tanba Province)
? The Miwahito clan (Tanba Province)
? The Miwahitobe clan (Tanba Province)
? The Miwahito clan (Kumano County, Tango 
Province)
? The Miwabe clan (Asako County, Tajima Prov-
ince)
? The Miwabe clan (Izushi County, Tajima Prov-
ince)
? The Miwabe clan (Keta County, Inaba Prov-
ince)
? The Miwa clan (Takakusa County, Inaba Prov-
ince)
? The Miwabe clan (Takakusa County, Inaba 
Province)
? The Miwabe clan (Inaba Province)
? The Miwahitobe clan (Kando County, Izumo 
Province)
? The Miwa-no-Hakishi clan (Shimane County, 
Izumo Province)
? The ?miwa-no-Hakishi clan (Shimane County, 
Izumo Province)
? The ?miwa-no-Hakishi clan (Ou County, 
Izumo Province)
? The Miwahito clan (Ou County, Izumo Prov-
ince)
? The Miwa clan (?chi County, Iwami Province)
? The Ikuwa-no-?miwa clan (?chi County, 
Iwami Province)
Sanyod? (???)
? The Miwahito clan (Shisawa County, Harima 
Province)
? The Miwahitobe clan (Shisawa County, Harima 
Province)
? The Miwahito clan (Ibo County, Harima Prov-
ince)
? The Miwahito clan (Ako County, Harima Prov-
ince)
? The ?miwa clan (Harima Province)
? The Miwa clan (?ba County, Mimasaka Prov-
ince)
? The Miwa clan (Kuboya County, Bicch? Prov-
ince)
? The Miwahitobe clan (Kuboya County, Bicch? 
Province)
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? The Miwabe clan (Asakuchi County, Bicch? 
Province)
? The Miwahito clan (Naka County, Su? Prov-
ince)
? The ?miwa clan (Nagato Province)
? The ?miwabe clan (Nagato Province)
? The Miwabe clan (Nagato Province)
? The Shimotsumiwabe clan (Nagato Province)
Nankaid? (???)
? The Miwahitobe clan (Mihara County, Awaji 
Province)
? The Miwahito clan (Yamada County, Sanuki 
Province)
Saikaid? (???)
? The ?gabe clan (Shima County, Chikuzen 
Province)
? The ?ga clan (Naka County, Chikuzen Prov-
ince)
? The ?gabe clan (Naka County, Chikuzen Prov-
ince)
? The ?gabe clan (Yasu County, Chikuzen Prov-
ince)
? The Miwabe clan (Chikuzen Province)
? The ?gabe clan (Nakatsu County, Buzen Prov-
ince)
? The ?miwa-no-Shimotota clan (Miyako 
County, Buzen Province)
? The ?ga clan (Usa County, Buzen Province)
? The Miwabe clan (Usa County, Buzen Prov-
ince)
? The ?ga clan (Bungo Province)
? The Miwa clan (Takaku County, Hizen Prov-
ince)
? The ?gabe clan (Hizen Province)
? The Miwahito clan (Hizen Province)
? The Miwabe clan (Takaki County, Satsuma 
Province)
Others
? The Miwa clan (Locations unknown)
? The Miwahitobe clan (Locations unknown)
Based on these lists, I make two observations. 
First, the place names, Shinto shrine names, and clan 
names thought to be related to the “Miwa” or “?miwa” 
were distributed throughout the Japanese islands rather 
than limited to a specific district. Second, some place 
names, Shinto shrine names, and clan names overlap. 
For example, in Hamana County, T?toumi Province? 
(??????), there was an ?miwa Village (??
?). In addition, the ?miwa-jinja Shrine (????) 
and the Miwayama-jinja Shrine (?????) were in 
this county. Furthermore, the Miwa, Miwahito, and 
Miwahitobe clans lived in this county, too. Consider-
ing these examples, the distributions of place names, 
Shinto shrine names, and clan names were likely 
related (Ikebe 1972). Even if only the place name 
remains now, the ?miwa clan is more likely to have 
resided there in ancient times. In the same way, even if 
only the Shinto shrine remains, the shrine was likely 
erected by the ?miwa clan, who lived there in ancient 
times.
??? ????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
How did the ?miwa clan disperse across the Jap-
anese islands? In regard to this point, previous 
researchers have made much of the distribution of 
Shinto shrines. Takehiko Abe (????) argues that, 
when the Yamato Kingdom sent troops to eastern and 
western Japan and to the Korean Peninsula (???
?), the soldiers worshiped the ?miwa god. Therefore, 
the ?miwa clan was dispatched to various places (Abe 
1975). Atsumu Wada (???) makes this point, as 
well. He notes that the ?miwa god was a “war god,” 
so the ?miwa god was enshrined when the Yamato 
Kingdom sent troops to eastern Japan. Accordingly, 
the ?miwa clan was dispatched to worship the ?miwa 
god in various places (Wada 1985). Many researchers 
support this theory (Maekawa 1986, Maeda 2006). I 
confirm the legends that are the basis for this theory.
At first, I examine the legends about the advance-
ment of the Yamato Kingdom to western Japan and to 
foreign countries. They are as follows.
Article 1:??????????????
 (The record before the enthronement of Empress 
Jing?,? Nihonshoki)
? ????????????????????????
?????????????????????
??????????
Article 2:??????????
 (The surviving fragments of Chikuzennokuni-
Fudoki?)
? ??????????????????????
???????????????????????
??????????????????????
???
In Article 1, Empress Jing? (????) tries to 
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send troops to Silla (??) but cannot gather the sol-
diers. She blames her failure on the curse of the 
?miwa god. Then, she worships the ?miwa god and 
dedicates a sword and a pike. As a result, she succeeds 
in gathering soldiers.
The contents of Article 2 are similar to those of 
Article 1. In this article, Empress Jing? sends troops to 
Silla, but her soldiers escape. Then, she worships the 
?miwa god, so she succeeds in conquering Silla.
Empress Jing? established the ?namuchi-jinja 
Shrine? (???????) at the place where she had 
worshiped the ?miwa god. It is listed in Engishiki-
Jinmy?ch?. Researchers have said that the ?miwa god 
had many characterizations (Ikeda 1971, Wada 1985). 
I rearrange the characterizations, such as the mountain 
and forest god, the god of light, the thunder god, the 
god of snakes, the god of curses, the god who marries 
a human woman, the clan deity, the war god, the 
national guardian deity, and so on. Of course, I 
acknowledge that one characterization among them?
that of the war god?attracted attention and worship 
from ancient people during wartime. However, these 
multiple characterizations are indivisible from each 
other. Ancient people viewed the god as multilayered.
In Article 2, the ?miwa god is obviously pre-
sented as a god of curses. However, settling the curse 
led the troops to success. Therefore, the ?miwa god 
was both the god of curses and the war god. It is clear 
that the ?miwa god was presented as a war god in this 
article, even if the characterization was not clearly 
explained.
No member of the ?miwa clan appears in this 
article. However, in another legend, when Empress 
Jing? sends troops to Silla, the Suminoe gods? (??
?) haunt the empress. At that time, Tamoni-no-
Sukune (?????), the ancestor of the Tsumori 
clan (???), suggests that she conduct a religious 
service?. The Tsumori clan provided the Shinto priest 
for the Suminoe-taisha Shrine? (????) and wor-
shiped the Suminoe gods.
In addition, when Prince Kume (????) was 
dispatched to Silla in the era of Empress Suiko? (??
? ?), Mononobe-no-Wakamiyabe (? ? ? ? ?) 
enshrined Futsunushi-no-Kami (????) on the way. 
The Mononobe clan (???) worshiped the god.
In these legends, when a Shinto shrine is estab-
lished or a religious service is conducted, a member of 
the clan that worships that god takes charge. Recent 
research suggests that Empress Jing? was a fictional 
character, so the precise date of sending troops is 
unknown. However, the people of the ?miwa clan 
participated in the sending of troops at a certain 
ancient date, and they established the ?namuchi-jinja 
Shrine in Chikuzen Province.
Article 3: ?????????????????
???
 (Isshi, April, the ninth year of Tenpy? [737], 
Shokunihongi)
? ????????????????????
????????????????????????
In Article 3, the government offers Heihaku? (?
?) to the Ise-jing? Grand Shrine? (????), the 
?miwa-jinja Shrine, the Chikushi-Suminoe-jinja 
Shrine? (????), the Usa-jing? Shrine? (???
?), and the Kashii-g? Shrine? (???) and reports 
Silla’s rudeness. At that time, Silla had restored its 
diplomatic relationship with the Tang Dynasty (?) 
and insisted on equal diplomatic relations with Japan. 
The Japanese envoy to Silla? (????) reported Sil-
la’s rudeness to the emperor. The government 
discussed diplomatic policy?. Some government offi-
cials insisted that the government should dispatch a 
messenger to Silla and question them closely or 
severely. Some government officials insisted that the 
government should send troops to Silla?. In response, 
the government dedicated Heihaku to these shrines.
Among these shrines, listed in Article 3, the Ise-
jing? Grand Shrine enshrined Amaterasu-?mikami (?
???), the ancestor of the Imperial Family. The 
?miwa-jinja Shrine and the Chikushi-Suminoe-jinja 
Shrine appeared in the legend of sending troops in the 
era of Empress Jing?. The Usa-jing? Shrine and 
Kashii-g? Shrine enshrined Empress Jing?. Ancient 
people believed that these Shinto shrines could pro-
vide a miracle for the dispatch of troops. The ?miwa-
jinja Shrine was included among those shrines.
Article 4:???????????????
 (The part of ?tatahiko in Awagadaimy?jinganki?)
? ????????????????????
???????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
????
Article 5:???????????
(The postscript of Awagadaimy?jinganki)
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? ??? ????????????????
????????????????????
????????????????????
??????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
??????????????????????
?????????????????????
???????????????????????
???????????????????????
??????????????????
??????????????????????
?????
In Article 4, Emperor Sujin? (????) dis-
patches ?tatahiko (????) to western Japan to 
conquer people in the era of Emperor Sujin, and after 
the campaign, ?tatahiko lives in Awaga Village, Asako 
County, Tajima Province? (?????????). 
When he is dispatched, he brings a pike, a shield, a 
sword, and a mirror. The Sumemitama (??) and 
Aramitama? (??) of ?kuninushi-no-Kami? (??
??) haunted these holy treasures. ?tatahiko was the 
ancestor of the Miwabe clan. This clan was based in 
Tajima Province and enshrined the Awaga-jinja 
Shrine? (????). In ancient legends, many troops 
carried holy treasures haunted by gods?. This was a 
common custom practiced widely in the ancient ages.
In Article 5, a natural disaster has occurred and 
plague is rife. A fortune-teller says that the god Ame-
misari-no-Mikoto (?????), who is enshrined in 
the Awaga-jinja Shrine, complains that the government 
did not conduct religious services for him, so he has 
cursed the people. After receiving this report, the gov-
ernment mends the main hall of the shrine, dedicates 
parishioners and rice fields to the shrine, and appoints 
and settles the Shinto priest of the shrine. Furthermore, 
the government commands the ?miwa clan to dispatch 
their shrine parishioners from the ?miwa-jinja Shrine 
in Yamato Province? (???) to the Awaga-jinja 
Shrine. It is important that shrine parishioners are dis-
patched from the ?miwa-jinja Shrine, not another 
shrine. To quiet the curse, the ?miwa-jinja Shrine is 
chosen from among many other Shinto shrines.
These legends of Awagadaimy?jinganki may par-
tially include a fiction created by the succeeding 
generations. However, not all of the contents of these 
legends are regarded as fiction. That the ancestor of 
the Miwabe clan was dispatched to western Japan, 
brought the holy treasures haunted by gods, and lived 
in Tajima Province and that the ?miwa clan dis-
patched their shrine parishioners from the ?miwa-jinja 
Shrine to the Awaga-jinja Shrine are thought to be his-
torical facts.
Considering the above-mentioned articles, the 
?miwa god was considered a war god, and ancient 
people worshiped the ?miwa god when troops were 
dispatched.
??????????????????????????????
Next, I examine the legends regarding the expan-
sion of the Yamato Kingdom into eastern Japan.
Article 6:?????????????????
 (Boshi, January, forty-eighth year of Emperor 
Sujin, Nihonshoki)
? ?????????????????????
??????????????????????
????????????????????
?????????????????????
??????????????????????
?????????????????????
???????????????????????
??????????????????????
???????????????????
Article 6 is a legend about divination through the 
interpretation of dreams. Emperor Sujin had two chil-
dren. The older brother was Toyoki-no-Mikoto (??
?), and the younger brother was Ikume-no-Mikoto 
(???). The emperor could not decide which of the 
two to make his successor. The emperor conducted a 
divination through an interpretation of dreams. The 
brothers performed a purification ceremony and slept. 
The next morning, they reported the dream that they 
had had. Toyoki said that he climbed Mt. Miwa (??
?), faced east, pricked a spear to the east eight times, 
and brandished a sword to the east eight times. Ikume 
said that he climbed to the top of Mt. Miwa, stretched 
a rope in all directions, and chased away sparrows that 
ate foxtail millet. The emperor heard two reports and 
decided that, because Toyoki faced east, the Emperor 
commanded Toyoki to dominate eastern Japan. In con-
trast, Ikume faced in all directions, so the emperor 
commanded Ikume to succeed to the Imperial Throne.
Although the stage was Mt. Miwa, the ?miwa 
clan and the ?miwa god did not appear in the legend. 
However, the emperor commanded Toyoki to domi-
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nate eastern Japan. This shows that pricking a spear 
and brandishing a sword to the east at Mt. Miwa sig-
naled the legitimacy to dominate eastern Japan. The 
?miwa god and eastern Japan were related, and the 
?miwa god played an important role in the advance to 
eastern Japan.
Article 7:?????????????????
 (Jinshi, August, fifty-first year of Emperor 
Keik??, Nihonshoki)
? ?????????????????????
??????????????????????
??????????????????????
???????????????????????
??????????????????????
??????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????
???????
In Article 7, Emishi? (??) are dedicated to the 
Ise-jing? Grand Shrine. However, they make noise day 
and night and are rude to the shrine. Therefore, the 
emperor moves them to the foot of Mt. Miwa. How-
ever, they immediately cut down the trees of the 
mountain and threaten the neighborhood residents. 
Therefore, the emperor moves them to the outskirts of 
the capital. Eventually, they became the ancestors of 
the Saekibe (???), who lived in Harima Province? 
(???), Sanuki Province? (???), Iyo Province? 
(???), Aki Province? (???), and Awa Prov-
ince? (???).
According to this article, the Emishi had savage 
souls. However, such a description is not historical 
fact. In order to explain the origins of the Saekibe 
clan, who were distributed across several provinces, 
the editor of Nihonshoki depicted the Emishi in this 
way. I prefer to note that the Emishi were moved to 
the foot of Mt. Miwa. The ?miwa-jinja Shrine was 
enshrined there. This means that the Emishi were ded-
icated to the ?miwa god, and ancient people believed 
that the ?miwa god had the miracle power to conquer 
the Emishi, and people expected this result.
Article 8: ?????????????????
??
 (Intercalary February, the tenth year of Emperor 
Bidatsu?, [581] Nihonshoki)
? ??????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????????
???????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????????
???????????
In Article 8, thousands of Emishi cross the border. 
Emperor Bidatsu summons Ayakasu (??), the leader 
of the Emishi. The emperor declares that he will kill 
the ringleader of the rebellion, as in the era of Emperor 
Keik?. Ayakasu is afraid of being killed. He advances 
to the midstream of the Hatsusegawa River? (???), 
looking toward Mt. Miwa and swears that the Emishi 
will serve the Yamato Kingdom without treacherous 
thoughts until the following generation. If they were 
to break the vow, “the gods of heaven and earth” (??
??) and “Tenn?rei”? (???) would destroy their 
descendants.
This legend is very important for analyzing the 
Emishi’s ritual of obedience before the seventh cen-
tury (Kumagai 1985, Kumagai 1991). I focus on 
“Tenn?rei” in this article. Many researchers have con-
sidered this case. Seishi Okada (????) states that 
“Tenn?rei” was the root of the emperor’s prestige, and 
Mt. Miwa was the sacred place where “Tenn?rei” 
existed (Okada 1966). Kimio Kumagai (????) 
argues that “Tenn?rei” was the mysterious power of 
the soul of the successive emperors; the ancient people 
believed that “the gods of heaven and earth” and 
“Tenn?rei” descended from Mt. Miwa, and Ayakasu 
swore by these gods (Kumagai 1988).
In this way, many researchers related “Tenn?rei” 
to Mt. Miwa. However, some dispute this theory. 
Takashi Tanaka (???) argues that it is strange that 
“the gods of heaven and earth” and “Tenn?rei” all 
existed on Mt. Miwa. He compared this with other 
examples. He argues that “Tenn?rei” did not stay in 
one place; it was originally unrelated to Mt. Miwa, 
and Ayakasu swore by the ?miwa god who lived in 
Mt. Miwa (Tanaka 1987). Toshio Kobayashi (???
?) argues that it is unnecessary to relate “Tenn?rei” 
with Mt. Miwa. Furthermore, “Tenn?rei” was distin-
guished from the souls of the successive emperors in 
Nihonshoki, and Ayakasu swore by the ?miwa god as 
the god of curses (Kobayashi 1994).
Therefore, if “Tenn?rei” existed in Mt. Miwa or 
descended from Mt. Miwa, the relations between 
“Tenn?rei” and the ?miwa god cannot be explained 
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logically. It is clear that Ayakasu swore by the ?miwa 
god. In other words, ancient people believed that the 
?miwa god had the magical power to conquer not 
only Ayakasu but also the Emishi as a whole. This 
shows that the ?miwa god was worshiped as a war 
god.
When the Yamato Kingdom advanced to eastern 
Japan, as with the advancement into western Japan 
and foreign countries, the ?miwa god was worshiped 
as a war god. It is thought that the ?miwa clan spread 
across Japan, the ?miwa god gained worshipers, and 
the ?miwa-jinja Shrines were established.
??? ???????????????????????????
??????????????
As mentioned earlier, researchers associate the 
distribution of the ?miwa clan with that of the 
?miwa-jinja Shrines. I agree with this theory, but this 
is not always the case. I present two points.
First, based on the list of clans above, the Miwa-
hito, Miwahitobe, and Miwabe clans were in the 
majority over the others. This shows that the distribu-
tion of the ?miwa clan was deeply related to the Hito 
system? (??) and the Bemin system? (???). 
These systems were two of the local ruling systems of 
the Yamato Kingdom and were enforced from approx-
imately the fifth to the seventh century.
Until recently, scholar believed that the Hito sys-
tem was enforced after the Bemin system (Naoki 
1958). However, according to recent research, the Hito 
system was enforced prior to the Bemin system, and 
the Hito system was absorbed into the Bemin system 
(Yoshimura 1993). Strictly speaking, in the early stage 
of the late fifth century, the government frequently 
classified government officials as civil officers, called 
Tens?jin (???), and military officers, called J?t?jin 
(???). In this stage, Tens?jin and J?t?jin were writ-
ten as three characters. In the later stage of the late 
fifth century, the government classified government 
officials in detail to concrete roles, such as Kurahito 
(??), Sakahito (??), and Shishihito (??). In this 
stage, they were written down as two characters. In 
other words, the period when the Hito system was 
enforced is divided into two stages (Shinokawa 1996). 
“Miwahito,” whom I pick up here, belonged to the lat-
ter. Therefore, it is thought that the Miwahito clan was 
organized in the late stage of the late fifth century.
Although the Hito system is understudied, studies 
of the Bemin system are numerous (Takemitsu 1981, 
Kan? 1993). According to the commonly accepted 
theory, under the influence of the Bushi system (??
?) and the Gobu system (???) in Baekje (??), 
the Bemin system was in effect from the end of the 
fifth century to the early sixth century. Therefore, it is 
thought that the Miwabe clan was organized in this 
period, at the earliest.
“Miwahitobe” has elements of both the Hito sys-
tem and the Bemin system. The title Miwahitobe is 
constructed from “Miwa” (?), “Hito” (?), and “Be” 
(?). “Miwa” means to belong to the ?miwa clan. 
However, if it were organized after the Bemin system 
was introduced, “Hito” would not be added to the 
name. Therefore Miwahitobe was organized before the 
introduction of the Bemin system, and “Be” was added 
to the name after the introduction of the Bemin sys-
tem.
The shift from the Hito system to the Bemin sys-
tem did not only mean a change in names. In the Hito 
system, only those who served the emperor in the cap-
ital were organized as government officials. By 
contrast, in the Bemin system, not only those who 
served the emperor in the capital but also those who 
stayed in their hometowns and fed others were orga-
nized. Therefore, in the Hito system, Miwahito was 
restricted to the capital. By introducing the Bemin sys-
tem, people living in various places were organized as 
Miwahitobe or Miwabe.
Of course, these titles were sometimes used flexi-
bly. In Nihonshoki, there is a notation that one need 
not pronounce “Be.”? Based on this notation, Take-
hiko Yoshimura (????) wrote that “Be,” which is 
derived from the Hito system, was not pronounced 
(Yoshimura 1993). For example, Shishihitobe (??
?) was pronounced “Shishihito,” so it was often writ-
ten as “Shishihito (??).” In regard to the ?miwa 
clan, Miwabe-no-Ushimaru (????) was para-
phrased as Miwa-no-Ushimaru (???) in the same 
ancient document?. In this case, “Be” was omitted.
Therefore, the Miwahito, listed above, were actu-
ally the Miwahitobe, but both Miwahito and 
Miwahitobe were pronounced “Miwahito,” as “Be” 
was often omitted when written. The Miwahitobe and 
Miwabe clans took their names from the Hito system; 
they were influenced by the introduction of the Bemin 
system, and, as a result, they were distributed in vari-
ous places. This lasted from the late fifth century to its 
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end.
The second point is that, in the list of clans above, 
there are many clans who had the Kabane? (?) “Atai” 
(?), such as the Miwa-no-Atai clan (???) and the 
Miwabe-no-Atai clan (????). These were the 
senior clans who administrated the Miwahitobe and 
Miwabe clans in the local areas (Naoki 1958, ?yama 
1975). This shows that the distribution of the ?miwa 
clan was related to the Kokuz? system? (???). 
This system was one of the local ruling systems of the 
Yamato Kingdom, which were enforced from approxi-
mately the sixth to the seventh century. It is well 
known that many clans that were appointed as Kokuz? 
had the Kabane Atai (Abe 1950, Inoue 1951, Shino-
kawa 1996). For example, the ?yamato-no-Atai (??
?) clan was appointed as the ?yamato-no-Kokuz? (?
???), the Katsuragi-no-Atai clan (???) was 
appointed as the Katsuragi-no-Kokuz? (????), 
and the Kii-no-Atai (??) was appointed as the Kii-
no-Kokuz? (????).
According to Nihonshoki, Sot?ri-no-Iratsume (?
???) lived in Fujiwara Palace (???). Emperor 
Ingy?? (????) wanted to leave her name in his-
tory. Therefore, the emperor commanded the Kokuz? 
in each region to organize Fujiwarabe? (???). In 
another legend, ?yamato-no-Kokuz? dedicated 
Shishihitobe to the emperor. Then, other Kokuz?s 
dedicated Shishihitobe to the emperor in the same 
way?. Based on these examples, Ken Shinokawa (?
??) notes that the Kokuz? often organized Be (Shi-
nokawa 2009).
This tendency applies to the Miwahitobe and 
Miwabe clans. I list the following clans with the 
Kabane Atai.
? Yamashiro Province Miwa-no-Atai (??)
? Izumi Province   Miwa-no-Atai (??)
? T?toumi Province  Miwa-no-Atai (??)
? Mino Province   Miwa-no-Atai (??)
? Tanba Province   Miwa-no-Atai (??)
? Tajima Province   Miwabe-no-Atai (???)
? Inaba Province   Miwabe-no-Atai (???)
? Iwami Province   Miwa-no-Atai (??)
          ?miwa-no-Atai (???)
? Mimasaka Province Miwa-no-Atai (??)
? Nagato Province  ?miwa-no-Atai (???)
In contrast, the names of clans appointed as 
Kokuz? in these provinces were as follows.
? Yamashiro Province
       Yamashiro-no-Atai? (???)
? Izumi Province
       ?shik?chi-no-Atai? (????)
? T?toumi Province Unknown
? Mino Province  Mino-no-Atai? (???)
? Tanba Province  Tanba-no-Atai? (???)
         Amabe-no-Atai? (???)
? Tajima Province  Miwabe-no-Atai? (???)
? Inaba Province 
       Inaba-no-Kokuz?? (????),
       Iokibe-no-Omi? (????)
? Iwami Province   Unknown
? Mimasaka Province Did not exist
? Nagato Province  Anato-no-Atai? (???)
As before, many ?miwa clans distributed across 
various provinces had Atai, and Kokuz?, which were 
established in various provinces, had Atai as well. 
Inaba Province is the only exception. However, there 
was Miwabe-no-Atai in Keta County, Inaba Province? 
(??????). The county of the same name was in 
Tajima Province? (???). The Miwabe-no-Atai who 
lived in Inaba Province emigrated from Tajima Prov-
ince. Therefore, Inaba Province is not an exception.
Therefore, it is clear that the distribution of the 
?miwa clan was related to the Kokuz? system in the 
same way as with the Hito system and the Bemin sys-
tem. The Miwa-no-Atai and Miwabe-no-Atai clans 
were organized by the Kokuz? in the province in order 
to administrate the Miwahitobe and Miwabe clans, 
which were antecedently organized. In this process, 
Kokuz? had the Kabane Atai, so the Miwa-no-Atai 
and Miwabe-no-Atai clans called themselves the same 
Kabane.
Many researchers have discussed the time of the 
establishment of the Kokuz? system?. I agree with 
Ken Shinokawa, who argues that the Kokuz? system 
was established in western Japan in the mid-sixth cen-
tury. Then, it spread to eastern Japan in the late sixth 
century (Shinokawa 1996). Therefore, it is thought 
that the time of the organization of the Miwa-no-Atai 
and Miwabe-no-Atai clans was from the mid to late 
sixth century.
Haruto Maeda (????) disagrees with Shino-
kawa’s theory (Maeda 2006). He argues that the 
?miwa clan admitted Kokuz?, located in various 
provinces, into “the fictitious blood relationship.” 
Then, the ?miwa clan gave the name Miwa-no-Atai or 
Miwabe-no-Atai clan to Kokuz?. Furthermore, the 
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?miwa clan gave the name of the Miwabe clan to the 
people controlled by Kokuz?. In this way, the ?miwa 
clan spread to various places by using local vertical 
relationships. This process applies to Mino? (??), 
Suruga? (? ?), Kai? (? ?), Shinano? (? ?), 
Tajima, Tanba? (??), Inaba, Iwami? (??), Mima-
saka? (? ?), Bingo? (? ?), Nagato? (? ?), 
Chikuzen, and Buzen? (??) Provinces.
However, based on the existing historical materi-
als, only the Miwabe-no-Atai clan living in Tajima 
Province was established to build “the fictitious blood 
relationship” with the ?miwa clan. It is highly 
unlikely that the ?miwa clan had the centripetal power 
to change freely the genealogy and name of Kokuz?. 
Of course, in some cases, the ?miwa clan strongly 
influenced Kokuz?. However, as I mentioned earlier, 
it seems likely that the Miwa-no-Atai and Miwabe-no-
Atai clans were organized by Kokuz?, and they 
administrated the Miwahitobe and Miwabe clans in 
each province. As a result of these processes, the 
?miwa clan was scattered across ancient Japanese 
islands.
????????????
In this paper, I analyzed the process of the disper-
sal of the ?miwa clan and investigated its historical 
background.
First, I extracted the place names, Shinto shrine 
names, and clan names thought to be related to the 
“Miwa” or “?miwa” from ancient historical materials. 
They were distributed throughout almost all of the 
Japanese islands and were not limited to a specific dis-
trict. Furthermore, some places, shrines, and clans 
overlapped in the same place. Therefore, the distribu-
tions of place names, Shinto shrines, and clans were 
related to each other. If only a place name or Shinto 
shrine is found now, the ?miwa clan was more likely 
to have lived in that place in ancient times. Because 
they lived there, the place is called “Miwa” or 
“?miwa.” They erected a shrine, so the shrine has 
“Miwa” or “?miwa” in its name.
Next, I examined the ?miwa god’s characteriza-
tion as a war god. Because researchers have made 
much of the distribution of Shinto shrines, I analyzed 
the legends that are the basis for these studies. Accord-
ing to my analysis, when the Yamato Kingdom sent 
troops to or advanced into western Japan, eastern 
Japan, or foreign countries, ancient Japanese viewed 
the ?miwa god as a war god. Therefore, they wor-
shiped the god and established ?miwa-jinja Shrines. 
As a result, the ?miwa clan was distributed to various 
places in Japan to worship the god.
Finally, I address the relationship between the 
distribution of the ?miwa clan and the local ruling 
systems of the Yamato Kingdom. In the list of clans 
above, the Miwahito, Miwahitobe, and Miwabe clans 
are in the majority. This shows that these clans were 
influenced by the introduction of the Hito and Bemin 
systems, which were in effect from the late fifth cen-
tury to its end. Furthermore, there were many clans 
called Miwa-no-Atai or Miwabe-no-Atai clan. Many 
clans that were appointed as Kokuz?s had the Kabane 
Atai, as well. This shows that the distribution of the 
?miwa clan was related to the Kokuz? system. In con-
crete terms, the Miwahitobe, and Miwabe clans were 
organized based on the Hito and Bemin systems, so 
the Miwa-no-Atai and Miwabe-no-Atai clans were 
organized by Kokuz? in order to administrate the 
Miwahitobe and Miwabe clans. Because Kokuz? had 
the Kabane Atai, the Miwa-no-Atai and Miwabe-no-
Atai clans also had the Kabane Atai in their names. 
This was from the mid to late sixth century.
There were two patterns by which the ?miwa 
clan spread to various places in the ancient Japanese 
islands. One was by the expansion of the faith in the 
“war god” interpretation of the ?miwa god, and the 
other was by the advancement of the local ruling sys-
tems of the Yamato Kingdom. These two patterns were 
intertwined. For example, local people who worshiped 
the ?miwa god might later be organized as the 
Miwabe clan. Alternatively, if the Miwabe clan existed 
locally, they might later come to worship the ?miwa 
god.
Previous research emphasizes the ?miwa god’s 
characterization as a war god. Therefore, it clearly 
explains the process by which Shinto shrines were dis-
tributed. However, the process of the ?miwa clan’s 
dispersal is only explained vaguely. I add the influence 
of the local ruling systems to the previous theory. 
From both the perspective of faith and that of systems, 
I explain the process of the ?miwa clan’s dispersal 
more clearly and concretely than did previous 
research.
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??Some researchers include the Kamo clan (???) and the 
Munakata clan (???) among the cognate clans of the 
?miwa clan. Certainly, these clans had a “fictitious blood 
relationship” with the ?miwa clan. However, as the names 
suggest, these clans were separate from the ?miwa clan. 
Therefore, I exclude these clans from the ?miwa clan.
??Kinai (??) refers to the territories near the capital in 
ancient Japan.
??T?kaid? (???) refers to the area along the Pacific coast-
line in eastern Japan.
??T?sand? (???) refers to the inland area in eastern Japan.
??Sanind? (???) refers to the north side of the Ch?goku 
Region (????) in western Japan.
??Sanyod? (???) refers to the south side of the Ch?goku 
Region in western Japan.
??Saikaid? (???) is almost equivalent to the current 
Ky?sh? district (????).
??Engishiki-Jinmy?ch? (??????) is a record of Shinto 
shrines in ancient Japan. It was edited in 927.
??Hokurikud? (???) refers to the area along the Sea of 
Japan coastline in eastern Japan.
??Nankaid? (? ? ?) is almost equivalent to current 
Wakayama Prefecture (????) and Shikoku District (??
??).
??This was in present-day Kosai City, Shizuoka Prefecture 
(??????).
??Empress Jing? (????) was the empress of Emperor 
Ch?ai (????), the fourteenth emperor.
??Chikuzennokuni-Fudoki (??????) is the topography 
of Chikuzen Province. In 713, the government ordered each 
province to edit its Fudoki (???). Chikuzennokuni-Fudoki 
was one of these. Chikuzen Province was in the northern part 
of present-day Fukuoka Prefecture (??? ).
??The ?namuchi-jinja (???????) is located in pres-
ent-day Iyanaga, Chikuzen Cho, Asakura County, Fukuoka 
Prefecture (???????????).
??The Suminoe gods were Uwatsustunoo-no-Mikoto (??
??), Nakatsustunoo-no-Mikoto (????), and Sokotsut-
sunoo-no-Mikoto (????). They are enshrined in the 
Suminoe-taisha Shrine.
??The record before the enthronement of Empress Jing?, 
Nihonshoki.
??The Suminoe-taisha Shrine (????) is located in Sumi-
yoshi Ward, ?saka City, ?saka Prefecture (???????
??).
??Emperor Suiko (????) was the thirty-third emperor.
??Heihaku refers to papers, silk cuttings, and cloth dedicated 
to a god or shrine.
??The Ise-jing? Grand Shrine (????) is located in Ise 
City, Mie Prefecture (??????).
??The Chikushi-Suminoe-jinja Shrine (????) is located 
in Sumiyoshi, Hakata Ward, Fukuoka City, Fukuoka Prefec-
ture (???????????).
??The Usa-jing? Shrine (????) is located in Usa County, 
?ita Prefecture (??????).
??Kashii-g? Shrine (???) is located in Kashii, Higashi-ku 
Ward, Fukuoka City, Fukuoka Prefecture (????????
??).
??The Japanese envoy to Silla (????) was dispatched for 
diplomatic relations from the seventh to the ninth century.
??Kibi, February, the ninth year of Tenpy? [737], Shokuni-
hongi.
??Heiin, February, the ninth year of Tenpy? [737], Shokuni-
hongi.
??Awagadaimyojinganki was the genealogy of the Miwabe 
clan living in Tajima Province.
??Emperor Sujin (????) was the tenth emperor.
??This was in present-day Asako County, Hy?go Province 
(??????).
??Aramitama (??) was the savage soul of a god. The 
meaning of Sumemitama (??) is not precisely known, 
although it is thought to be the marvelous soul of a god.
???kuninushi-no-Kami (????) was another name for 
?mononushi-no-Kami (????), who lived in Mt. Miwa, 
or the ?miwa god.
??The Awaga-jinja Shrine (????) is located in present-
day Asako County, Hy?go Province.
??Jingo, January, the eighth year of Emperor Ch?ai, Nihon-
shoki.
??This was in present-day Nara Prefecture (???).
??Emperor Keik? (????) was the twelfth emperor.
??Emishi (??) refers to people who did not belong to the 
Yamato Kingdom. Most lived in northeastern Japan.
??Harima Province (???) was the southern part of pres-
ent-day Hy?go Prefecture (???).
??Sanuki Province (???) was present-day Kagawa Pre-
fecture (???).
??Iyo Province (???) was present-day Ehime Prefecture 
(???).
??Aki Province (???) was the western part of present-day 
Hiroshima Prefecture (??? ).
??Awa Province (???) was present-day Tokushima Pre-
fecture (???).
??Emperor Bidatsu was the thirtieth emperor.
??The Hatsusegawa River (???) has flowed past the foot 
of Mt. Miwa since ancient times.
??Literally, “Tenn?rei” (???) means “the soul of the 
emperor.”
??In the Hito system (??), the government organized peo-
ple, who moved to the capital from various districts to serve 
the emperor as government officials according to their busi-
ness, and gave them the title “Hito” (?). “Hito” means 
person.
??In the Bemin system (???), the government organized 
people, who moved to the capital from various districts to 
serve the emperor as government officials according to their 
business, and gave them the title Be (?). “Be” means group. 
Furthermore, the government also gave the title “Be” (?) to 
people who stayed in their hometowns and supported the 
people who came to the capital to serve the emperor. “Bemin” 
was strictly called “Be-no-Tami” in Japanese. However, in 
recent works, it is common to call it by the sound of the Chi-
nese character, “Bemin.”
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??The seventh year of Emperor Y?ryaku, Nihonshoki. 
Emperor Y?ryaku (????) was the twenty-first emperor.
??Dainihon-Komonjyo (??????), T?naninmonjo (??
???) 2–537.
??Kabane (?) was the hereditary title owned by ancient 
clans. It roughly represented the hierarchy in the Yamato 
Kingdom.
??In the Kokuz? system (???), the government appointed 
a powerful local clan as the chief officer of a region or the 
Kokuz? (??) and granted them local rule. In return, the 
Kokuz? was required to supply goods, workers, and military 
power to the government. For example, in Kii Province, the 
Kii-uji clan was appointed as Kii-Kokuz? (????) by the 
Yamato Kingdom. The Kokuz? was strictly called Kuni-no-
Miyatsuko in Japanese. However, in recent research, it is 
common to call it by the sound of the Chinese character, 
Kokuz?.
??Emperor Ingy? (????) was the nineteenth emperor.
??Heigo, March, the eleventh year of Emperor Ingy?, Nihon-
shoki.
??Heishi, October, The second year of Emperor Y?ryaku, 
Nihonshoki.
??The body (??) of the sixth part of Jindaiki, Nihonshoki. 
Jindaiki (???) is part of the myth in Nihonshoki.
??The body of the sixth part of Jindaiki, Nihonshoki.
??Boin, June, the second year of Jingokeiun [768], Shokuni-
hongi.
??Kigai, January, the fourth year of Enryaku [785], Shokuni-
hongi.
??The Genealogy of the Amabe clan (?????).
??Awagadaimyojinganki.
??Heishin, February, the second year of H?ki [771], Shokuni-
hongi.
??The Genealogy of Iokibe clan (?????????).
??The record before the enthronement of Empress Jing?, 
Nihonshoki.
??This was in present-day Tottori City, Tottori Prefecture (?
?????).
??This was in the northern part of present-day Hy?go Prov-
ince.
??Naoyoshi Niino (????) and Ken Shinokawa arranged 
history of study in detail (Niino 1974, Shinokawa 1996).
??This was in the southern part of present-day Gifu Prefec-
ture (???).
??This was in the center part of present-day Shizuoka Prefec-
ture.
??This was in present-day Yamanashi Prefecture (???).
??This was in present-day Nagano Prefecture (???).
??This was in the center part of present-day Ky?to Prefecture 
(???).
??This was in the western part of present-day Shimane Pre-
fecture (???).
??This was in the northern part of present-day Okayama Pre-
fecture (???).
??This was in the western part of present-day Okayama Pre-
fecture.
??This was in present-day Yamaguchi Prefecture (???).
??This was in the eastern part of present-day Fukuoka Pre-
fecture and the northern part of present-day ?ita Prefecture.
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